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Abstract
We give a short proof that every finite graph (or matroid) has a
tree-decomposition that displays all maximal tangles.
This theorem for graphs is a central result of the graph minors
project of Robertson and Seymour and the extension to matroids is
due to Geelen, Gerards and Whittle.
1 Introduction
Robertson and Seymour [5] proved as a corner stone of their graph minors
project:
Theorem 1.1 (rough version). Every graph1 has a tree-decomposition whose
separations distinguish all maximal tangles.
Additionally, it can be ensured that this tree-decomposition separates
the tangles in a ‘minimal way’. This theorem was extended to matroids by
Geelen, Gerards and Whittle [4]. Here we give a short proof of both of these
results. A key idea is that we prove the following strengthening:
Theorem 1.2 (rough version of Theorem 2.4 below). Any tree-decomposition
such that each of its separations distinguishes two tangles in a minimal way
can be extended to a tree-decomposition that distinguishes any two maximal
tangles in a minimal way.
1In this paper all graphs and matroids are finite.
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Our new proof does not yield the strengthening of Theorem 1.1 proved
in [2]. However, it can be extended from tangles to profiles, compare Re-
mark 4.1. For tree-decompositions as in Theorem 1.1 that additionally have
as few parts as possible see Corollary 4.3.
2 Notation
Throughout we fix a finite set E. A separation is a bipartition (A,B) of E,
and A and B are called the sides of (A,B). A function f mapping subsets
of E to the integers is symmetric if f(X) = f(X{) for every X ⊆ E, and it
is submodular if f(X) + f(Y ) ≥ f(X ∩ Y ) + f(X ∪ Y ) for every X,Y ⊆ E.
Throughout we fix such a function f . Since f is symmetric, it induces a
function o on the separations: o(A,B) = f(A) = f(B), which we call the
order of a separation.2 Since f is submodular o satisfies:
o(A,B) + o(C,D) ≥ o(A ∩ C,B ∪D) + o(A ∪ C,B ∩D) (1)
For example, one can take for E the edge set of a matroid and for f its
connectivity function. Or one can take for E the edge set of a graph, where
the order of a separation (A,B) is the number of vertices incident with edges
from both A and B.
A tangle of order k + 1 picks a small side of each separation (A,B)
of order at most k such that no three small sides cover E. Moreover, the
complement of a single element of E is never small.3 In particular, if A is
small, then its complement B cannot be included in a small set and we say
that B is big. Thus a tangle can be thought of as pointing towards a highly
connected piece, which ‘lies’ on the big side of every low of order separation.
In this spirit, we shall also say that a tangle T orients a separation (A,B)
towards B if B is big in T .
A tangle is maximal if it is not included in any other tangle (of higher
order). A separation (A,B) distinguishes two tangles if these tangles pick
different small sides for (A,B). It distinguishes them efficiently if it has
minimal order amongst all separations distinguishing these two tangles.
A tree-decomposition consists of a tree T and a partition (Pt|t ∈ V (T )) of
E consisting of one (possibly empty) partition class for every vertex of T . For
X ⊆ V (T ), we let S(X) = ⋃t∈X Pt. There are two separations corresponding
2For the sake of readability, we write o(A,B) instead of o((A,B)).
3This ‘moreover’-property is never used in our proofs and thus the results are also true
for a slightly bigger class. However, the new objects are trivial.
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to each edge e of T , namely (S(X), S(Y )) and (S(Y ), S(X)). Here X and
Y are the two components of T − e. We say that a tree-decomposition
distinguishes two tangles efficiently if there is a separation corresponding to
an edge of the decomposition-tree distinguishing these tangles efficiently.
The following implies Theorem 1.1 and its matroid counterpart men-
tioned in the Introduction if we plug in the particular choices for the order
function mentioned above.4
Theorem 2.1. Let E be a finite set with an order function. Then there is
a tree-decomposition distinguishing any two maximal tangles efficiently.
Two separations (A1, A2) and (B1, B2) are nested
5 if Ai ⊆ Bj for some
pair (i, j) ∈ {1, 2}× {1, 2}. A set of separations is nested if any two separa-
tions in the set are nested. A set of separations N is symmetric if (A,B) ∈ N
if and only if (B,A) ∈ N . Note that any nested set N is contained in a nested
symmetric set, which consists of those separations (A,B) such that (A,B)
or (B,A) is in N . It is clear that:
Remark 2.2. Given a tree-decomposition, the set of separations correspond-
ing to the edges of the decomposition-tree is nested and symmetric.
The converse is also true:
Lemma 2.3. [[4]] For every nested symmetric set N of separations, there
is a tree-decomposition such that the separations corresponding to edges of
the decomposition-tree are precisely those in N .
Hence to prove Theorem 2.1, it is enough to construct a suitable nested
set of separations. In the old proofs of [5] or [4], the concept of robust
separations was introduced in order to find such a set of separations. We
show that basically any nested set of separations works – as long as it does
not contain any useless separations and is maximal with this property:
Theorem 2.4. Let N be any maximal nested set of separations such that
each separation in N distinguishes some two tangles efficiently. Then any
two maximal tangles are distinguished efficiently by some separation in N .
Since Theorem 2.4 implies Theorem 2.1, the next section is dedicated to
the proof of Theorem 2.4.
4In [5], the authors use a slightly different notion of separation for graphs. From a
separation (A,B) in the sense of this paper, the corresponding separation in their setting
is (V (A), V (B)), where V (X) denotes the set of vertices incident with edges from X.
However, it is well-known that these two notions of separations give rise to the same
notion of tangle and so Theorem 2.1 implies their version.
5Other authors use laminar instead.
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3 Proof of Theorem 2.4
In our proof we need the following:
Lemma 3.1. [1, Lemma 4.20] Let (A,B), (C,D) and (E,F ) be separations
such that (A,B) and (C,D) are not nested but (E,F ) is nested with the
other two separations. Then the corner separation (A ∩C,B ∪D) is nested
with (E,F ).
Proof. Recall that if (G,H) and (E,F ) are nested, then one of G ⊆ E,
G ⊆ E{, G{ ⊆ E or G{ ⊆ E{ is true. If one of G ⊆ E or G ⊆ E{ is false
for G = A ∩ C, then it is also false for both G = A and G = C. If one of
G{ ⊆ E or G{ ⊆ E{ is false for G = A ∩ C, then it is false for at least one
of G = A or G = C. Suppose for a contradiction that (A∩C,B ∪D) is not
nested with (E,F ) but (A,B) and (C,D) are. By exchanging the roles of
(A,B) and (C,D) if necessary, we may assume by the above that A{ ⊆ E
and C{ ⊆ E{. Then A{ ⊆ C, contradicting the assumption that (A,B) and
(C,D) are not nested.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let N be any maximal set of separations each dis-
tinguishing some two tangles efficiently. Let (A,B) be a separation distin-
guishing two maximal tangles P and Q efficiently. Amongst all such (A,B)
we pick one such that the number of separations of N not nested with (A,B)
is minimal. By the maximality of N , it suffices to show that (A,B) is nested
with N . By symmetry, it suffices to consider the case where A is big in P
and B is big in Q.
Suppose for a contradiction, there is some (C,D) in N not nested with
(A,B). Let R and S be two maximal tangles distinguished efficiently by
(C,D) and without loss of generality D is big in R and C is big in S. Let
k be the order of (A,B), and ` the order of (C,D).
Case 1: k ≥ `. Then P and Q orient (C,D). If they orient it differently,
then (C,D) is a candidate for (A,B) and thus (A,B) must be nested with
N , which is the desired contradiction. Since N is maximal, it contains also
(D,C). Thus by replacing (C,D) by (D,C) if necessary, we may assume
that D is big in both P and Q.
Suppose for a contradiction that (A∩C,B∪D) has order at least `. Then
(A ∪ C,B ∩ D) has order at most k by Equation 1. Then B ∩ D is big in
Q since three small sets cannot cover E and both B{ and D{ are small. On
the other hand B ∩D is small in P since any subset of a small set cannot
be big. However, by Lemma 3.1 the separation (A ∪ C,B ∩ D) is nested
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with every separation in N that is nested with (A,B) and additionally with
(C,D). This is a contradiction to the choice of (A,B). Hence (A∩C,B∪D)
has order at most `− 1. By a similar argument (B ∩C,A∪D) has order at
most `− 1.
The separation (A∩C,B ∪D) has a too low order to distinguish R and
S. Since subsets of small sets cannot be big, A ∩ C is small in R. Thus
A ∩ C is also small S. A similar argument gives that B ∩ C is small in S.
But then S is not a tangle since its three small sets D, A∩C and B ∩C
cover E. This is a contradiction.
Case 2: k < `. Then R and S orient (A,B). They cannot orient it
differently as (C,D) distinguishes them efficiently. By replacing (A,B) by
(B,A) if necessary, we may assume that B is big in both R and S.
Suppose for a contradiction that (A∩C,B ∪D) has order at least k+ 1.
Then (A∪C,B∩D) has order at most `−1 by Equation 1. Then B∩D is big
in R since three small sets cannot cover E and both B{ and D{ are small.
On the other hand B∩D is small in S since any subset of a small set cannot
be big. Thus (A ∪ C,B ∩D) distinguishes R and S, which contradicts the
efficiency of (C,D). Hence (A ∩ C,B ∪D) has order at most k. A similar
argument gives that (A ∩D,B ∪ C) has order at most k.
By Lemma 3.1, these two corner separations are nested with every sep-
aration in N that is nested with (A,B) and additionally with (C,D). Thus
by the choice of (A,B), they cannot distinguish P and Q. Since subsets
of small sets cannot be big, A ∩ C is small in Q. So it is also small in P.
Similarly, A ∩ D is small in P. But then P is not a tangle since its three
small sets B, A ∩ C and A ∩D cover E. This is a contradiction.
Since we derive a contradiction in both cases such a separation (C,D)
cannot exist and (A,B) is nested with N . Thus since N is maximal, for any
two maximal tangles P andQ, the set N contains a separation distinguishing
them efficiently.
4 Concluding remarks
Remark 4.1. Theorem 2.4 says that if we build a set of separations succes-
sively, where at each step we add a separation that is nested with everything
so far and distinguishes two tangles in a minimal way, then eventually we
will end up with a nested set of separations that distinguishes any two max-
imal tangles in a minimal way. However, we could build our nested set of
separations a little more carefully, taking smaller separations first. More
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precisely, our construction has a k-th subroutine for each k ∈ N starting
with k = 0. At the k-th subroutine of our construction we add successively
separations of order k that are nested with everything so far and that distin-
guish two tangles in a minimal way. We continue this until we can no longer
proceed. With basically the same proof as above (actually, since we take
small separations first, we do not need to consider Case 2), one can show
that any construction of this type does not only distinguish all the maximal
tangles but more generally all the robust profiles as defined in [2].
Remark 4.2. Theorem 2.4 gives rise to the following algorithm to construct
a tree-decomposition that distinguishes all maximal tangles efficiently. At
each step we have a nested set N of separations such that each of its sepa-
rations distinguishes some two tangles efficiently. If there are two maximal
tangles that are not distinguished efficiently by a separation in N , our aim
is to add some separation to N that is nested with N and distinguishes
these two tangles efficiently. Theorem 2.4 guarantees that this will always
be possible no matter which choices we make on the way.
Next we will define what it means for a tangle Q to live in a part of a
tree-decomposition (T, (Pt|t ∈ V (T ))). If tu is an edge of T we abbreviate by
(St, Su) the separation (S(Xt), S(Xu)), where Xt is the component of T − e
containing t and Xu is the component of T − e containing u. We say that Q
lives in a nonempty subgraph S of T if for every t ∈ V (S) and every edge
tu incident with t but not in S, the separation (St, Su) is big in Q. Clearly,
every tangle Q lives in T and the intersection of two subgraphs in which Q
lives is nonempty and Q lives in that intersection. Hence there is a smallest
subgraph S(Q) of T in which Q lives. Clearly, if Q lives in S, then S must
be connected. So S(Q) is a tree. Also note that the order of a separation
corresponding to an edge of S(Q) cannot be smaller than the order of Q.
Hence if for two tangles P and Q, the sets S(P) and S(Q) intersect, then
no separation corresponding to an edge of T distinguishes P and Q. We are
mostly interested in the case where S(Q) just consists of a single node t.
In this case we say that Q lives in the part Pt. Our aim is to deduce the
following.
Corollary 4.3. Let E be a finite set with an order function. Then there is
a tree-decomposition distinguishing any two maximal tangles efficiently such
that in each of its parts lives a maximal tangle.
By Theorem 2.4, it suffices to show the following Lemma. Given a nested
set N of separation, by T (N) we denote the tree-decomposition of the small-
est nested symmetric set containing N in the sense of Lemma 2.3.
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Lemma 4.4. Let N be a nested set of separations that is minimal with the
property that for any two maximal tangles there is a separation in N that
distinguishes them efficiently. Then in each part of T (N) lives a maximal
tangle. Conversely, each maximal tangle lives in a part of T (N).
Proof. By assumption the subtrees S(Q) for different tangles Q are disjoint.
Hence the ‘conversely’-part follows from the first part. Suppose for a con-
tradiction, there is a part Pt in which no tangle lives. Let u be a neighbour
of t in T such that the order of a separation (A,B) corresponding to tu is
maximal.
We will construct for any two tangles P and Q distinguished efficiently
by (A,B) another separation in N that also distinguishes them efficiently.
Note that tu separates S(P) and S(Q). Since not both S(P) and S(Q) can
contain t, we may assume that t is not in S(P). Since S(Q) is not equal to
{t}, there is a neighbour r of t that is different from u such that the edge
tr separates a vertex of S(Q) from S(P). Since the order of a separation
corresponding to tr is at most the order of a separation corresponding to
tu, the node t cannot be in S(Q). Hence a separation corresponding to tr
distinguishes P and Q, and they do so efficiently as (A,B) does.
Hence N − (A,B) violates the minimality of N , which contradicts our
assumptions. Hence in each part of T (N) lives a maximal tangle.
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